
Inter-Act with Media 

 

Movie 

 

The Art of Getting By (2011)  

Director (Gavin Wiesen)  

Stars:  Freddie Highmore, Emma Roberts and Michael Angarano 

Brief Summary: George (Highmore) doesn’t have the most positive outlook on life. He doesn’t 

see the point of it at all, since you die anyway. Of course, this is a problem, since he’s only in 

high school and has to do such mundane things as homework. Enter Sally (Roberts), who George 

first likes as a friend and later decides he could have romantic feelings for. Suddenly, George 

decides that what goes on in between birth and death actually is worth paying attention to, but he 

may have neglected his goals… and the people in his life… for too long.  

While watching The Art of Getting By, consider the following concepts from the chapter:  

 

1. How do George’s kinesics change in the movie after he meets Sally?  

2. Sally attempts to figure out if George is interested in her romantically. Describe his 

nonverbal communication based on the statement, “Nonverbal behavior is frequently 

ambiguous.”  
3. How could either George or Sally have used perception checking when analyzing each 

other’s nonverbal cues? 

 

Book 

 

Stop Saying You’re Fine: Discover a More Powerful You (2011) 

Author (Mel Robbins) 

New York, NY: Crown Publishing Group 

 

Do you feel like your life is stale? Do you feel like you’re going through the motions and not 

feeling much joy? Do you feel stuck? Mel Robbins, Dartmouth-educated lawyer-turned-life 

coach and relationship expert says that it’s time to stop “being fine” and start living life. Her 

book teaches readers how to take specific action steps to start being more than fine… and start 

living. When reading this book, make a list of Robbins’ concrete nonverbal tips that partner with 

her suggested verbal messages to create an improved outlook.   

 

Television  

 

Raising Hope (2010-present) 

 

The Chance family “raises Hope,” the child born out of wedlock to a woman with whom Jimmy 

(Lucas Neff) had a one-night stand. Jimmy has had an ongoing crush on his co-worker Sabrina 

(Shannon Woodward). In this episode, Sabrina is studying with a good-looking male friend. 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0383603/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0731075/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0029400/


Jimmy, of course, thinks the study partner is more than a friend. While watching this episode, 

answer the following questions:  

 

a.  Try to “read” some of Jimmy’s facial expressions when he talks about his feelings for 

Sabrina with his parents. What do you think he is trying to express?  

b.  Describe Jimmy’s facial expressions when he deals with the cell phone messages that 

have been fabricated by his parents. What other emotions could you interpret from his 

facial expressions?  

c.  Discuss how the artifact of Sabrina’s glasses plays a role in this episode. What 

messages are sent to Sabrina about her glasses?   

 

 


